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1.0 Executive Summary 
 
1.1 On the night of the 3rd July 2015 the Bournemouth conurbation experienced a 

very intense thunderstorm that was focused on the western side of Town Centre, 
Westbourne and Northbourne. This storm resulted in significant surface water 
flooding now commonly referred to as Flash Flooding. There was also flooding in 
the eastern side of Poole. Rainfall was very intense over a period of about half an 
hour from about 23.30 p.m.to midnight (all times quoted are British Summer Time 
BST). Several rain gauges in the area recorded rainfall of 35mm or more. 
Statistics suggest this is more severe than a 1% annual probability (1 in 100 year 
return period) event. This compares with the average total rainfall for the whole of 
July in Bournemouth of 44.7mm (Kings Park Weather station data). 

 
1.2 This rainfall was more intense than the similar Bournemouth Air Festival storm of 

18th August 2011. It was similar in so much as it was a very intense but a 
relatively localised “thunderstorm” type event. Although more intense than the 
2011 event, it fortunately did not go on for so long with the worst of the rain 
lasting at most 30 minutes compared to the over an hour for the previous event. 
As such total rainfall volumes were less. 

 
1.3 The rainfall caused widespread flooding and to date (29-10-2015) Bournemouth 

Borough Council (BBC) has information of some 133 reported or observed 
incidents of flooding. Of these we believe at least 56 properties flooded internally 
(this compares with 157 properties originally identified in the report on the 18-8-
2011 event although it is worth noting that since that report a small number more 
properties have been found that flooded). HOWEVER the biggest difference is 
this event occurred late at night when many people were in bed possibly asleep. 
Also it was a Friday night so many people who were affected may not have called 
to report flooding on the weekend and by Monday would not see the point in 
calling the Council. It is suspected that this is a considerable underestimate of the 
number of properties affected as we know under reporting is a major issue. 
Indeed there are many photos or reports on social media of properties flooded 
that we have simply not been able to identify or the owners have not informed us 
of. 

 
1.4 Many sewers and drains surcharged resulting in damage to the highway and 

BBC and Wessex Water (WW) were involved in a number of urgent carriageway 
repairs. Further many of the sewers which surcharged were foul / combined 
sewers and Wessex Water had to embark on a major clean up of affected 
properties and the Lower Gardens in Bournemouth. 

 
1.5 A number of the locations flooded have also experienced flooding in the past. 
 
1.6 The purpose of this report is to satisfy the requirements of Clause 19 of the 

Floods and Water Management Act. To satisfy the Act it only needs to be a 
simple factual report but for future reference, where possible some further 
information will be included and some recommendations will be made. 
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2.0 Introduction 
 
2.1 The purpose of this report is to comply with the requirement of Clause 19 of the 

Floods and Water Management Act 2010 which sates:- 
 

19 Local authorities: investigations 
(1) On becoming aware of a flood in its area, a lead local flood authority 
must, to the extent that it considers it necessary or appropriate, investigate— 
 
(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk 
management functions, and 
 
(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is 
proposing to exercise, those functions in response to the flood. 
 
(2) Where an authority carries out an investigation under subsection (1) it 
must— 
 
(a) publish the results of its investigation, and 
 
(b) notify any relevant risk management authorities. 

 
2.2 It is up to the Lead Local Authority to decide if it is “necessary or appropriate” to 

investigate and the Act does not give much guidance on this. However all the 
Lead Local Flood Authorities in the South West region agreed on a common 
threshold of an event being significant to allow common reporting across the SW. 
Subsequently this seems to have been adopted widely across the Country. The 
agreed thresholds are. 

 
 Flood which:- 

(a) caused internal flooding to five or more residential properties, or  

(b) flooded two or more business premises, or  

(c) flooded one or more items of critical infrastructure, or  
(d) caused a transport link to be totally impassable for a significant period. 

(transport links are further defined but are not relevant in this case anyway) 
 
 Both (a) and (b) of the above criteria have been reached in this event triggering 

the need for this report. 
 
2.3 We have worked closely with Wessex Water and the Dorset Fire brigade as well 

as internal departments to collate / collect as much data as possible. We have 
also scanned local media and some social networks for information. In some 
areas we have interviewed businesses and local residents to try and determine 
the extent of flooding but we do not have the resources to embark on wide scale 
“door knocking” We have not issued any questionnaires or wider consultation to 
collect any additional data. It is known that under reporting is a major issue but 
this report is solely based on data available at the time of writing. 

 
2.4 All data has been recorded in the Council’s Flooding GIS database. As we also 

record details of names, addresses, phone numbers etc this will not be available 
to anybody except professional partners. This data can have a considerable 
impact on things like property values, insurance etc so the data in this report will, 
unless unavoidable, not identify individual properties. However to be of any 
practical relevance it may need to identify areas down to individual roads.
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3.0 Rainfall data 
 
3.1 There are now 4 No “tipping bucket” rain gauges operated by Bournemouth 

Borough Council across the borough and Poole Council have recently installed 3. 
These record the time of each 0.2mm of rain and allow not just the total quantity 
of rain to be measured but also the intensity.  

 
 Publically accessible data can be found at http://www.timeview2.net/  
 Bournemouth Username and Password “Bournemouth Data” 
 Poole Username: “BoP” Password: “Transportation”) 
 
 The Environment Agency and Wessex Water also have a number of tipping 

bucket gauges locally. Further there are now a number of private weather 
stations locally that upload their data to the Web. Finally there is the official 
Meteorological Stations at Hurn and Kings Park (although Kings Park is only daily 
totals). This now gives us access to reasonably good rainfall data and is a vast 
improvement in the last decade. Further rainfall radar data is now much more 
easily accessible in almost real time via Hazard Manager although experience 
has shown the radar intensities are not always very reliable. See Appendix 

 
3.2 The weather had been building towards a thunderstorm for several days with 

increasing humidity and daily temperatures rising to above 27o C in 3 of the 
previous 5 days. Various weather forecasts were predicting several days in 
advance that the weather would break on the Friday with thunderstorms. On the 
actual day there was little sign of the likelihood of this intensity of rainfall even as 
late as 21.00 p.m. although the weather radar was showing some intense 
thunderstorms drifting up from the near continent. 
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 Existing Rain Gauges in and around Bournemouth (not to scale) 
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Rainfall from available gauges plotted in 15 min time steps 
 

  

  
3.3 The intense period of rainfall lasted at most 30 minutes but  more probably only 

about 15 minutes. The most extreme recorded amount was actually in Alderney 
just on the Poole / Bournemouth border. The EA have estimated that the 36mm 
that fell at Alderney between 22:30 and 23:00 gives a 104 year return period. 
One important thing to appreciate is this is the return period of the rain, it is not 
the return period of the flows in the sewers or drains or flooding but is used as an 
approximation. 
 

3.4 To put this in context the normal monthly rainfall for July (based on Kings Park) is 
44.7mm (average 1975 – 2014). 
 

3.5 The weather radar confirms that the epicentre of the rainfall was over the western 
side of the Borough. 
 

3.6 There are some unconfirmed reports on the internet with people claiming rainfall 
totals as high as 79mm recorded in Branksome Wood Road but BBC is unable to 
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verify how accurate these figures are and they should be treated with extreme 
caution. 
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3.7 Warnings 
 
3.8 The Met Office in conjunction with the Environment Agency has created the 

Flood Forecasting Centre and they provide a warning service to all local 
authorities / professional partners regarding any potential flooding. 

 
3.9 For several days in advance the Flood Forecasting centre had started issuing 

warnings about potential surface water flooding. The trouble is although the 
general conditions which would lead to thunderstorms can be predicted it is 
almost impossible to predict exactly where they will occur. So for example at 
10.30 a.m. on the morning of the 3rd July they were saying “there is a very low 
likelihood of significant impacts from surface water flooding which gives a low 
overall flood risk. Heavy, thundery showers are expected to develop across the 
south of England this evening etc”. The trouble is this warning covered an area 
from Cornwall to Kent and as far north as parts of Yorkshire. The reason for the 
low overall flood risk is because the chance of any one area getting the storm is 
very low even though the impact could be very serious. This is assessed using 
the Flood Forecasting Centre Risk matrix 

 
3.10 There was no subsequent update after this issue 
 
3.11 It could be argued that these warnings were completely correct but unfortunately 

Bournemouth Council does not have the resources to be on stand-by for events 
assessed as such a low overall risk and it is questionable what anybody could 
actually do in such an event anyway. 
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4.0 Consequences 
 
4.1 Because of the time and speed of the event no emergency plan was put into 

operation. Indeed it was difficult (and still is) to assess the full consequences of 
this storm as it passed so rapidly. Many houses and businesses were flooded 
and at the time of writing a number of people are still in temporary 
accommodation while their properties are drying out. BBC is not aware of 
anybody whose insurance has not agreed to temporarily re-house them. 

 Many businesses lost valuable stock and lost days trading while clean ups were 
underway. 

 Roads were damaged by surcharging sewers. Fortunately because of the 
lateness of the event there was little traffic about so there was minimal disruption. 

 The Lower Gardens were closed for several days while Wessex Water carried 
out a major clear up operation after the sewer surcharged during the storm,. 
Because the Gardens flood regularly from the Bourne stream anyway, especially 
in the winter, they are now relatively flood resistant and soon recover so physical 
damage is not the issue but the reputational damage is important and an 
important local facility asset has restricted access. 

 
4.2 Bournemouth Rain gauges are fitted with alarms that trigger when there is more 

than 7mm of rain in any one hour period. This figure is based on limited 
experience but has been found that we start getting a small number of (usually) 
highway incidents at this threshold. Alarm data is as follows:- 

 
4.3 Fire brigade had 120 calls covering Dorset of which 28 were in Bournemouth 

(some of these were multiple calls from same address) – they actually attended 4 
 
4.4 As of the 22nd Oct 2015 BBC have the following numbers of properties affected 

by the event of the 3rd July 2015. Information has been supplied by the public, 
Wessex Water, The Police, Dorset Fire Brigade and various Council 
departments. General locations are shown in Map 3 

  
 Total Number of records; - 133 (One record may cover a number of properties.) 
  
 40 records of Internal flooding affecting some 56 properties. (We do not at this 

stage differentiate between residential properties and business but this could be 
determined if required). 

  
 37 Records of External Flooding. Typically on but not in the property for example 

gardens. 
  
 38 Records of Highway Flooding. 
  
 18 Records of Flooding where it has not been possible to determine exactly what 

happened. (This includes incorrect addresses or telephone details or just too 
general / vague to be helpful). 
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4.5 It is very difficult after the event to determine what caused the flooding at 
individual locations. Water runs off impermeable surfaces and typically will enter 
the piped drainage system usually via the highway drains (road gullies) but it 
must be appreciated that standard road gullies are simply not designed to take 
this intensity of rainfall. Further many of the roads will have been designe and 
constructed many years ago to standards that were relevant at the time. They 
may well not be to modern standards. Private properties also have various drains 
which may or may not connect into the public drainage system. Many of the 
property roofs will go to private soakaways of often unknown or limited capacity. 
However in extreme events once the capacity of any permeable surfaces like 
grass is exceeded water will also run off the surface. By interviewing eye 
witnesses it is sometimes possible to determine the issues but this can often be 
challenging because people sometimes don’t understand what they have seen. 
For example some residents have said the gullies were blocked but then also 
state that water was fountaining up out of nearby manholes. Their view was it 
was the blockage of the road gully that caused the problem as they do not 
understand that the road gullies connect into the drains. In reality the main drain 
or sewer was obviously completely full and surcharging so no water would get in 
via the gullies anyway. Indeed water was probably coming up out of the gully!! 

 
 In this instance however it was dark and there were very few eye witnesses. As 

such any investigations and conclusions have had to be based on very limited 
information or evidence collected several days after the event. 

 
4.6 There is no doubt that many of the sewers and drains including the highway 

drainage were totally overwhelmed but rainfall of this intensity exceeds any 
normal design standards so this is not surprising. It is simply not economical to 
design / construct piped drainage systems to be able to cope with these very rare 
/ extreme events. Further in the past most road drainage would have only been 
designed to drain the road and not allowed for “green field” run-off common or 
private drives also contributing run off along the road. It is also highly unlikely that 
the concept of what would have happened when or if the highway drainage was 
beaten was considered – exceedance but this was not uncommon in designs of 
the time. As such much of the flooding would have been caused by overland 
flows. 

 
4.7 Although this report was first drafted before the publication of the Defra Report 

FD2692 “ Evidence review of factors contributing to surface water flooding 
from Section 19 LLFA reports” of October 2015 many off the findings are very 
similar. The Defra report can be found at:- 
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=N
one&ProjectID=19252&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2692&Sort
String=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10%23Description 
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5.0 Findings at Particular locations. 
 
5.1 A number of locations have been investigated further and the information is 

included in this report for future reference. At this stage no attempt has been 
made to develop detailed solutions or costings or assess possible funding 
sources. 

 
5.2 Mandale Road, Nutley Way / Nutley Close 
 
5.3 This area has experienced significant flooding on several previous occasions 

(Significant flooding in Sept 2008 and also August 2011 but numerous smaller 
events). The flooding has generally been gardens and (detached) garages / 
outbuildings although in this event it is believed that 2 properties flooded 
internally. 

 
5.4 There had been a recently completed scheme in this area to improve highway 

drainage which regularly blocks due to leaves in the winter. Water collects in the 
low spot in Mandale Road where there were only two gullies which regularly 
blocked and the water often remained ponding on the road for many days. The 
scheme consisted of installing extra kerb drainage to supplement the existing 
gullies. This was funded by Bournemouth Council via the Local Infrastructure 
Investment fund. 

 
 Speaking to a resident after the event who witnessed the rain he stated “your 

new gullies didn’t stand a hope, it was like a river coming down Mandale Road, 
kerb to kerb and to the top of the kerb. The only thing they did do was ensure the 
water drained away very quickly afterwards.” 

 
 Erosion of the footpaths in Turbary Common suggests water streamed off the 

common and large industrial area and poured down Mandale Road. Although the 
original design for the highway drainage is now long gone it is almost certain that 
the road drainage would have only been designed to drain the road and not 
allowed for run-off from the common or many private drives along the road. (The 
whole concept of what would have happened when or if the installed highway 
drainage capacity was exceeded was probably not even considered but this was 
not uncommon in designs of the time). The flow then built up before going 
through the back gardens of Nutley Way and Nutley Close before emerging into 
Poole Lane (see later). Unfortunately computer modelling has suggested that the 
construction of a large number of fences and walls along this natural flow path 
have exacerbated the situation by creating a series of mini dams. 

 
5.5 Poole Lane 
 
5.6 The highway in the vicinity of Mayfair Gardens has regularly flooded in the past 

although it is not usually deep enough to a cause any internal flooding. 
 
5.7 Another recent Local Infrastructure Investment funded project failed here despite 

working during a previous very heavy rainfall event. However on examination 
what appears to have happened is flow built up to such a level it started going 
through a fence. There was so much debris in the flow that the fence almost 
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immediately blinded and caused water levels to build up to some 500mm behind 
it resulting in 4 properties flooding internally. 

 

 
New overflow channel through grassed area (note tide marks). 

 

 
Fence almost completely blinded with debris 

 
 It is now proposed to remove the middle fence panel to prevent this happening in 

the future. (this has now been done). 
 
5.6 Leybourne Avenue 
 
5.7 This area has suffered extensive flooding over the years but in 2012 Wessex 

Water carried out a major cleaning refurbishment of the Kinson siphons (which 
take foul / combined sewage from this area directly to Kinson Works). Then in 
2013 a joint project between Wessex Water and the Council was carried out 
creating a bunded area to store surface water in the Long Road Playground area. 

 
5.8 This area again flooded from the foul / combined system on the 3rd July. Further 

investigation by Wessex Water has found that this was primarily caused by a 
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blockage in the local foul system which has now been cleared. However while 
the bunded area did store some water “tide marks” suggest there was less water 
stored than expected. Further investigation and speaking to a resident described 
considerable flows entering the playground area but again a fence seems to 
have blinded and created a dam up stream of the bunded area. It seems likely 
that this area stored much of the water that was expected to be stored in the 
bunded area. 

 

 
 

5.10 Wimborne Road (also referred to as Winton High Street or Peters Hill, Winton) 
 
5.11 This area has experienced significant flooding on several previous occasions 

(Oct 2001, Sept 2008, August 2011). Typically some 8 – 10 small retail units 
have been affected with internal flooding. 

 

 
 Photo publically available via the Echo Web site  
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5.12 This time 10 commercial properties flooded internally and stock has been 
damaged in a number of the shops. Most of the units had to close for at least a 
day to clean up. Fortunately the water was not deep in the properties but left a 
layer of silt everywhere. Surprisingly until the Council saw an article in the local 
media we were not even aware this had occurred as nobody reported it. BBC 
subsequently interviewed all the affected properties. 

 
5.13 Previous computer simulation (carried out by Bournemouth BC but on a full 3d 

Infoworks model jointly developed by BBC and Wessex water) has shown that 
the main sewer at this point should have capacity but the surrounding sewers are 
overloaded in these flash flooding type events. However water simply flows over 
the surface and along the roads down to this point. There are 10 highway gullies 
in this low point which confirms that it has been a “hot spot” for many years 
however investigation has now shown that many of these gullies simply link one 
into another. There are actually only 4 connections so they do not take 
advantage of available sewer capacity. A scheme was submitted as part of the 
Local Infrastructure Investment fund bid in 2014 to rectify this but it did not have 
funding approved. 

 
5.14 Surrey Road (near Ipswich Road) 
 
5.15 There have been numerous reports of highway flooding in this area which then 

spilled over into gardens for many years which were generally attributed to 
autumn leaves but the event of 3rd July resulted in at least two properties flooding 
internally. Residents reported water fountaining out of the manholes (the only 
public sewer in this road is a foul combined sewer) and desperately trying to 
keep gullies clear (there are lots of trees in this area). This was confirmed by 
evidence on site. As a result of the floods Bournemouth Council has carried out 
further investigations and discovered an entirely unknown surface water system 
which takes flows from Surrey Road to the Bourne stream. At this stage it is very 
difficult to know the full extent of this system but work started on 26th Oct to 
improve access to allow future maintenance and repairs. The results already 
show much of this system is in poor condition with a number of partial collapses. 

 
5.16 Branksome Wood Road 
 
5.17 Again we have had previous reports of flooding at this particular location (Aug 

2009, July 2014 and Sept 2012) but this seems to have been the worst incident 
resulting in some three properties experiencing internal flooding. Computer 
modelling has shown that the Surface Water system was almost certainly 
overwhelmed in the event of the 3rd July but also that there is limited capacity. 
Wessex Water has already installed an interim protection scheme. It is hoped in 
the near future to up rate the existing Surface Water System 

 
5.18 Millhams Lane 
 
5.19 There are no modern reports of any previous flooding at this location but there 

are several historical references to indicate it has flooded in the past. At one time 
Kinson stream flowed adjacent to Millhams lane although it has now been piped. 
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The properties seem ideal for a Property Level Protection (PLP) scheme and 
BBC has approached the EA about funding such a small scheme. 

 
5.20 East Avenue 
 
5.21 There used to be regular flooding complaints from this area but after Wessex 

Water built the big surface water sewerage attenuation tank (in the late 1990’s) 
these considerably diminished after that time. However we still have some 
records of flooding here in July 2007, Sept 2008, June 2009, May 2011 and Aug 
2011 although these were mostly ponding on the highway. However at a 
subsequent meeting with residents it would seem that one house did flood 
internally and a second almost did. A recent survey has shown that although 
there are 11 gullies in the “dip” but only 4 connections. Further one of these 
connections was blocked with roots which have now been cleared. It is hoped to 
be able to obtain some funding to improve this in the near future. 

 
5.22 Town Centre 
 
5.23 At a recent Environment and Transport Overview and Scrutiny Panel, (7th 

October 2015) the Town Centre Business Improvement District Manager gave a 
presentation on “CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS – TOWN CENTRE FLOODING 
AND SEAFRONT STROM DAMAGE” and implied that a large number of 
business properties flooded on the 3rd July. At this stage we only have 
information on one such incident but meetings have been arranged to try and get 
better information. 

 
5.24 Bournemouth Lower Gardens 
 
5.25 Parts of the Lower gardens are effectively the Bourne Stream Flood plain and 

typically flood, often 3 or 4 times a year although this is normally the stream over 
spilling. There is only limited channel capacity through the gardens and finite 
capacity in the current outfall. However in this incident the main foul / combined 
sewer also overflowed leading to a significant pollution incident and parts of the 
gardens being closed for several days while they were being cleaned up. This 
was picked up by local media and created a poor impression of the town. 
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6.0 Conclusion 
 
6.1 The rainfall in the centre of the thunderstorm of the night of 3rd July was so 

extreme that flash flooding was inevitable. Because of the time of the rain and 
low reporting it is difficult to determine if any risk management authorities failed 
to carry out their statutory duties although there is no reason to believe that 
anybody did fail. This is the requirement for this report on the event as laid down 
under the Act. In a very rapidly evolving extreme event like this and with current 
resources, there is actually very little you can physically do to prevent flooding or 
its consequences without considerable long term investment. However any 
solutions will require significant investment and that ultimately could prove 
prohibitive. As always public safety has to be the priority over protecting 
property. 

 
6.2 As a result of investigations a number of minor drainage / protection measures 

are already underway or have been completed. But this rainfall event will not, in 
the short term, lead to wide spread flood relief schemes due to its extreme 
nature. 

 
6.3 This event again highlights the vulnerability of parts of the Borough to flash 

flooding associated with typically summer thunderstorms which is and will remain 
the major flood risk in Bournemouth. However the public still perceive the main 
issue is river flooding during the winter. This is possibly due to media reporting 
other previous major flooding events like the flooding of the Somerset Levels 
over the winter of 2013/14 or Cumbria in 2015 (storm Desmond which broke 
British rainfall records for the amount of rain in 24 hours - 341.4 mm). It is these 
pictures which help inform public opinion. 

 
6.3 The data collected to date largely demonstrates that the current surface water 

modelling does give relatively realistic results and is sufficient for its current uses 
in the planning process. 

 
6.4 The Council would like to thank both the Fire Brigade and Wessex Water for their 

assistance in supplying information to be able to compile this report. 
 
6.5 While this was a rare event, it will happen again. You simply cannot say when, it 

may not be for many years, it may be this year. If climate change predictions are 
correct it will happen more often and more severely in the future. To make the 
area more resilient to these types of event the Council will have to continue 
working closely with others especially Wessex Water and the Environment 
Agency. This will require commitment in both management and staff resources 
as well as funding. 

 
7.0 Recommendation 
 
7.1 That work progresses to look at possible long term solutions and costs as well as 

exploring potential sources of funding. 
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Appendix 
 
1. Original Flood warning of 2nd and 3rd of July 2015 
 
2. View of entire country weather radar supplied by the Met Office 
 
3. Hazard Manager Radar Images at:-  

 
22.45, 23.00, 23.15, 23.35, 23.45 & 23.50 BST 
 
And image at 23.40 BST superimposed on Bournemouth GIS system 

 
3. Map 2 - Bournemouth Area Not to Scale 
 
4. Map 3, 3(a) and 3 (b) - All Reported / Observed Flooding 3rd July 2015 
 
5. Map 4 (a) and (b) – Flooding of 3rd July  2015 including previously reported / 

observed flooding locations 
 
6. Map 5 (a) and (b) - Flooding 3rd July 2015 and predicted Surface Water Flooding (1 

in 100 Yr 120 Min Duration exceeding 150mm depth)  
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Rainfall Warning 
 

                                     
           Flood Guidance statement issued 10.30 2nd July 2015                          Flood Guidance statement issued 10.30 3rd July 2015 
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Nationwide Thunderstorms at Midnight 3rd July 2015 (23.00 GMT) Courtesy of the Met 
Office 
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”Snap Shots” of rainfall radar from Hazard Manager - Grid Squares are 1km x 1km 
(N.b these were down loaded the following morning but are available “live”) 
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Weather Radar Info at 23.40 p.m. BST superimposed on GIS Outline of Bournemouth with a 3 km area for reference 
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Map 2 - Bournemouth Area Not to Scale
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                    Map 3 – All Reported or Observed Flooding 3rd July 2015  - Not to Scale 
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Map 3(a) – All Reported or Observed Flooding 3rd July 2015 - Not to Scale 
Kinson North and South, Wallisdown / Winton West and East (part) and Redhill / Northbourne Wards 
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Map 3(b) – All Reported or Observed Flooding 3rd July 2015 - Not to Scale 
Talbot / Branksome, Central, Westbourne / West Cliff and Winton East (part) Wards 
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Map 4(a) –Flooding 3rd July 2015 shown in Red, all previous Reported or Observed flooding in light blue - Not to Scale 
Kinson North and South, Wallisdown / Winton West and East (part) and Redhill / Northbourne Wards 
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Map 4(b) –Flooding 3rd July 2015 shown in Red, all previous Reported or Observed flooding in light blue    - Not to Scale  
Talbot / Branksome, Central, Westbourne / West Cliff and Winton East (part) Wards 
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Map 5(a) –Flooding 3rd July 2015 shown in Red, with Predicted Flooding for 1 in 100 Year return period greater than 150mm. 
Not to Scale - Kinson North and South, Wallisdown / Winton West and East (part) and Redhill / Northbourne Wards 
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Map 5(b) Flooding 3rd July 2015 shown in Red, with Predicted Flooding for 1 in 100 Year return period greater than 150mm. 
Talbot / Branksome, Central, Westbourne / West Cliff and Winton East (part) Wards 



 

 32

 


